
Sandwiches 

Crayfish Marie Rose on whole meal bread 

Cauliflower and raisin coronation on carrot bread 

Honey roast ham with grain mustard on poppy seed bread 

Truffle egg mayonnaise on a mini brioche bun  

Goat cheese and leek tart with red onion chutney 

 

Tea Sommelier recommendation: 

Assam Dejoo 

 

Scones 

 

Plain and fruit scones 

Strawberry and Champagne preserve and Cornish clotted cream 

 

 

Cakes & Fancies 

 

Cherry meets berry jubilee 

Lemon meringue choux 

Pistachio and raspberry Roly -Poly 

Caramelia chocolate delice 

 

Tea Sommelier recommendation: 

Chocolate Tea 

 

 

Traditional Afternoon Tea £37 per person 

Laurent-Perrier Rosé Champagne Afternoon Tea £55 per person 

 
 

 
 

Kindly advise your server should you have any food allergies or dietary requirements. Please note that a  

 
 
 

Afternoon Tea 



dis-

cretionary service charges of 12.5% will be added to your bill. All prices are inclusive of VAT at the prevailing rate.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
LOOSE LEAF BLACK TEA 

 

Breakfast Blend: Our finest English Breakfast tea is a delicious combination of high altitude grown  

broken orange pekoe black teas which have been blended to produce a full bodied tea with delicate flowery 

and spicy undertones. 

 

The Staunton Earl Grey: Using an authentic recipe, this tea blends the finest Neroli and  

Bergamot oils to create a distinct and different Earl Grey. With an exceptional aroma and  

flavour profile that is light, sweet, floral and delicate this tea produces a perfect cup for anytime of the day. 

Generally enjoyed black or with a spot of milk. 

 
Assam Dejoo: The perfect terrain and rich, fertile soil spanning over 1300 hectares at the Dejoo 

tea estate, ensure a good crop every year .the surroundings area receives on average 130 inches of 

rainfall per year ,and the tea grown here is known for its strong body and malty  

flavor ,lacking any bitterness. Dejoo is a bold, rounded black tea with a deep ,burgundy red cup 

and not overly pungent flavor. Its rich aroma is more starchy sweet than malty, like roasted  

plantains. This tea is a solid, friendly Assam, from the well-regarded tea garden. 

 

Vanilla Tea: Vanilla Tea is a high-grade blend of aromatic and spicy Assam and Ceylon teas which  

provide a lovely depth to the brew. This blend of teas is complemented with slightly spicy vanilla pieces 

which combine wonderfully to produce a very mellowing and enjoyable cup  

 

Chocolate Tea: The unmistakable flavour of chocolate without all the calories! A medium bodied blend of 

Chinese and Ceylon black teas that has been combined with chocolate chips and coconut to produce a won-

derfully light black tea with a strong aroma and undertones of chocolate 

 

Unique Meridian Blend: This signature fusion black tea has been exclusively designed and  

hand-blended by Camellia’s Tea House for Meridian Lounge. This signature tea is a high-grade blend of aro-

matic and spicy Assam and Ceylon black teas, which provide a lovely depth to the brew. The medium bodied 

tea blend is complemented by the slightly spicy and warming notes of smooth vanilla pieces, which is carefully 

balanced with the juicy freshness from the array of berries and the slight tang of hibiscus.  

Together these delicious ingredients combine wonderfully to produce a mellow, aromatic and well-rounded  

fruity black tea infusion.  

 

 

Chai: A touch of the South East - this is an Indian black tea that has been infused with a range of 

traditional spices to produce a deliciously spicy and warming brew.  

 
 
 

      CHAMPAGNE 
 
          Glass               Bottle 

Laurent-Perrier “La Cuvée” Brut NV £12.50 £72.00 

Laurent-Perrier “Cuvée Rose” NV  £16.00 £90.00 

Laurent-Perrier Vintage 2007   £16.50 £95.00 


